ADVANCED LIVESTOCK TRACKER (ALT) GIVES YOU CRITICAL INFORMATION AT THE TOUCH OF A FINGER.
Designed and economically priced to accommodate the needs of smaller feedlot operations.

As a feedlot manager, your success depends on the performance of your operation. To ensure optimum profits, you need access to detailed information that is easy to understand. ALT software is easy to use and yields detailed information. It puts you closer to your data than any other feedlot software.

**MOBILE PHONE APPS**

- Breakeven app help you find the breakeven price, DOF, expenses and COG.
- Post feed app records your feed when you’re away from your desk.
- Lot master app gives you lot master information at your fingertips.

**EASY-ACCESS REPORTS**

- Daily and on-demand reports
- Customers’ Billing reports are easy to read and understand
- Breakeven projections and Close Out reports
- Feeding, treatment and performance analysis

“I have worked with Advanced Livestock Tracker software for years and really appreciate how easy it is to use. It is simple to operate which makes it easy to learn. The program is very straightforward and allows us to get the information we need without generating a bunch of needless reports.”

*Bill Hermon, Ranger Feeders, Dighton, KS*

Developing Software and Solutions for the Cattle Feeding Industry is who we are and what we do. Providing Quality Software, Hardware, Service and Support to the Cattle Feeding Industry for over 35 years.

**Technology That Delivers**